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ENGLISH
Directions (O1 - Q6): The questions in this section
is based on the passage. The questions are to be
answered on the basis of what is stated or implied
in the passage. For some of the questions, more
than one of the choices could conceivably answer
the question. However, you are to choose the best
answer; that is, the response that most accurately
and completely answers the question.
Although the legal systems of England and the
United States are superficially similar, they differ
profoundly in their approaches to and uses of legal
reasons: substantive reasons are more common
than formal reasons in the United States, whereas
in England the reverse is true. This distinction
reflects a difference in the visions of law that
prevails in the two countries. ln England, the law
has traditionally been viewed as a system of rules;
the United States favours a vision of law as an
outward expression of community's sense of right
and justice.
Substantive reasons, as applied to law, are based
on moral, economic, political and other
considerations. These reasons are found both "in
the law" and "outside the law" so to speak.
Substantive reasons inform the content of a large
part of the law: constitutions, statutes, contracts,
verdicts, and the like. Consider, for example, a
statute providing that "no vehicles shall be taken
into public parks." Suppose that no specific
rationales or purposes were explicitly written into
the statute, but that it was clear (from its legislative
history) that the substantive purpose of the statute
was to ensure quiet and safety in the park. Now
suppose that a veterans' group mounts a World
War ll jeep (in running order but without a battery)
as a war memorial on a concrete slab in the park,
and charges are brought against its members, Most
judges in the
United States would find the defendants not guilty
because what they did had no adverse effect on
park's quiet and safety
Formal reasons are different in that they frequently
prevent substantive reasons from coming into play,
even when substantive reasons are explicitly
incorporated into the law at hand. For example,
when a document fails to comply with stipulated

requirements, the court may render the document
legally ineffective. A Will requiring written witness
may be declared null and void and, therefore,
unenforceable for the formal reason that the
requirement was not observed.
Once the legal rule - that a Will is invalid for lack of
proper witnessing - has been clearly established,
and the legality of the rule is not in question,
application of that rule precludes from
consideration substantive arguments in favour of
the Will's validity or enforcement.
Legal scholars in England and the United States
have long bemused themselves with extreme
examples of formal and substantive reasoning. On
the one hand, formal reasoning in England has led
to wooden interpretations of statutes and an
unwillingness to develop the common law through
judicial activism. On the other hand, freewheeling
substantive reasoning in the United States has
resulted in statutory interpretations so liberal that
the texts of some statutes have been ignored.
1.

Which one of the following best describes the
content of the passage as a whole?
(a) An analysis of similarities and differences
between the legal systems of England and the
United States
(b) A re-evaluation of two legal systems with the
use of examples
(c) A contrast between the types of reasons
embodied in the United States and English legal
systems
(d) An explanation of how two distinct visions of
the law shaped the development of legal reasoning

2.

lt can be inferred from the passage that English
judges would like to find the veterans' group
discussed in the second paragraph guilty of
violating the statute because:
(a) Not to do so would encourage others to act as
the group did
(b) Not to do so would be to violate the substantive
reasons underlying the law
(c) The veterans failed to comply with the
substantive purpose of the statute
(d) The veterans failed to comply with the
stipulated requirements of the statute
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3.

4.

5.

6.

From the discussion of Wills in the third paragraph
it can be inferred that substantive arguments as to
the validity of a Will might be considered under
which one of the following circumstances?
(a) The legal rule that a Will be witnessed in writing
does not stipulate the format of the Will
(b) The legal rule requiring that a Will be witnessed
stipulates that the Will must be witnessed in
writing by two people
(c) The legal rule requiring that a Will be witnessed
in writing stipulates that the witnessing must be
done in the presence of a judge
(d) A judge rules that the law can be interpreted to
allow for a verbal witness to a Will in a case
involving a medical emergency
Which one of the following best describes the
function of the last paragraph of the passage?
(a) It presents the consequences of extreme
interpretations of the two types of legal reasons
discussed by the author
(b) It shows how legal scholars can incorrectly use
extreme examples to support their views
(c) It corrects inaccuracies in legal scholars' view of
the nature of two types of legal systems
(d) It suggests how characterizations of the two
types of legal reasons can become convoluted and
inaccurate
The author of the passage suggests that in English
law a substantive interpretation of a legal rule
might be warranted under which one of the
following circumstances?
(a) Social conditions have changed to the extent
that to continue to enforce the rule would be to
decide contrary to present-day social norms
(b) The composition of the legislature has changed
to the extent that to enforce the rule would be
contrary to the views of the majority in the present
legislative assembly
(c) The legality of the rule is in question and its
enforcement is open to judicial interpretation
(d) Individuals who have violated the legal rule
argue that application of the rule would lead to
unfair judicial interpretations
The author of the passage makes use of all of the
following in presenting the discussion of the
English and the United States legal systems except
(a) Comparison and contrast
(b) Explication of terms
(c) Generalisation
(d) A chronology of historical developments

7.

Directions (O7 - Q17): From the statements in
questions, choose the one that expresses the idea
most correctly.
(a) The best part of the programme is the dances.
(b) The best part of the programme are the dances.
(c) The best part of the programme are the dance.
(d) The best parts of the programme is the dances.

8.

(a) The professor, as well as the students, was
pleased with their results.
(b) The professor, as well as the students, were
pleased with their results.
(c) The professor as well as the students were
pleased with their results.
(d) The professor as well as the students were
pleased with their results.

9.

(a) He was unwilling to testify, he was afraid of the
defendant.
(b) Because he was afraid of the defendant, he was
unwilling to testify.
(c) He was unwilling to testify: he was afraid of the
defendant.
(d) Because he was afraid of the defendant he was
unwilling to testify.

10. (a) When you have
fortunate.
(b) When you have
fortunate.
(c) When one have
fortunate.
(d) When one has
fortunate.

good health, one should feel
good health, you should feel
good health, you should feel
good health, he should feel

11. (a) Either you or he have to be here.
(b) Either you or he has to be here.
(c) Neither you nor he have to be here.
(d) Neither you nor they has to be here.
12. (a) Children begin by loving their parents; as
grow older they judge them; sometimes
forgive them.
(b) Children begin by loving their parents, as
grow older they judge them; sometimes
forgive them.
(c) Children begin by loving their parents; as
grow older they judge them, sometimes
forgive them.
(d) Children begin by loving their parents, as
grow older they judge them; sometimes
forgive them.

they
they
they
they
they
they
they
they
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13. (a) Gopal and Ramesh have not finished his work.
(b) Gopal and Ramesh has not finished his work.
(c) Neither Gopal nor Ramesh have finished their
work.
(d) Neither Gopal nor Ramesh has finished his
work.
14. (a) The fact that Raghu was a good student he had
many offers for good jobs.
(b) The fact that Raghu was a good student
resulted in his having many offers for good jobs.
(c) The fact Raghu was a good student resulted in
him having offers for good jobs.
(d) The fact that Raghu was a good student
resulted in him having many offers for good jobs.
15. (a) The people of this company, have always been
aware, of the needs for products of better quality
and lower price.
(b) The people of this company, have always been
aware of the need for products of better quality
and lower price.
(c) The people of this company have always been
aware of the need for products of better quality
and lower price.
(d) The people of this company, have always been
aware of the need for products of better quality,
and lower price.
16. (a) The Dean finally agreed to see me. To talk about
my financial problems.
(b) The Dean finally agreed to see me, to talk about
my financial problems.
(c) The Dean, finally agreed to see me to talk about
my financial problems.
(d) The Dean finally agreed to see me to talk about
my financial problems.
17. (a) We invited only the people who he said were
his friends.
(b) We invited only the people whom he said were
his friends.
(c) We invited only the people whom he said was
his friends.
(d) We invited only the person whom he said were
his friends.
Directions (O18 - Q28): Each sentence below has
been broken up into four parts sequentially (a, b,
c, d). Choose that part which contains a mistake.
18. (a) A feasibility survey has now
(b) Been completed in India to establish
(c) A network of felicitate contacts
(d) Between small and medium enterprises.

19. (a) Privatization generally represents
(b) An ideological response
(c) To the perceived problem
(d) In the public sector.
20. (a) The Indian’s government’s choice
(b) Of the EEC as a partner
(c) Stem from the fact
(d) That the community is the most important
market for India.
21. (a) A person who earns a
(b) Few thousand rupees
(c) And decides to save
(d) Many of it must be a miser.
22. (a) Had you been in my
(b) Position, you were definitely
(c) Shown your displeasure
(d) At the turn of events.
23. (a) I definitely disagree
(b) With the position that
(c) Requires that money
(d) Is a key motivator.
24. (a) This has slowed the progress
(b) Of reforms in many countries
(c) Because the choice of either of the extreme
(d) Positions inevitably invite criticism.
25. (a) Gavaskar was a great batsman who
(b) Having played more than 100
(c) Test matches, he then decided
(d) To call it a day.
26. (a) When we sold of all our
(b) Furniture, crockery and
(c) Other household goods.
(d) The room looked bare.
27. (a) In the history of mankind
(b) It has always been
(c) Minority which have been
(d) Able to change the world.
28. (a) Management education is
(b) Becoming highly sought after
(c) By aspiring ambitious students
(d) Because of high demand in the job market.
Directions (O29 - Q35): The questions below
consist of a group of sentences followed by a
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suggested sequential arrangement. Select the best
sequence.
29. A. And that the pursuit of money by whatever
design within the law is always benign.
And it holds broadly that the greater the amount
of money, the greater the intelligence.
This is the institutional truth of Wall Street, this
you will be required to believe.
D. The institutional truth of the financial world
holds that association with money implies
intelligence.
(a) ACBD
(b) CDBA
(c) DBAC
(d) DCAB
30. A. Then think of by how much our advertising
could increase the sales level.
Advertising effectiveness can be best grasped
intuitively on a per capita basis.
Overall effectiveness is easily calculated by
considering the number of buyers and the cost of
advertising.
D. Think of how much of our brand the average
individual is buying now.
(a) DCAB
(b) DACB
(c) BCDA
(d) ABCD
31. A. The age of pragmatism is here, whether we like
it or not.
B. The staple rhetoric that was for so long dished
out also belongs to the bipolar world of yesterday.
C. The old equations, based on the cold war and
on non-alignment no longer holds good.
D. But contrary to much of what is being said and
written, it is a multipolar rather than unipolar
world that appears to be emerging out of recent
events.
(a) ABCD
(b) ACBD
(c) ADBC
(d) ADCB
32. A. Past research has uncovered the fact that
cognitive age is inversely related to life
satisfaction among the elderly.
B. A person may feel young or old irrespective of
chronological age.
C. That is, the ‘younger’ an elderly person feels,
the more likely she or he is to be satisfied with life
in general.
D. Cognitive age is a psychological construct that
refers to one’s subjective assessment of one’s age.
(a) BDAC
(b) DBAC
(c) DCAB
(d) ABCD
33. A. It was a fascinating tempting green, like the hue
of the great green grasshopper.

B. Her teeth were very white and her voice had a
cruel and at the same time a coaxing sound.
C. While she was uncorking the bottle I noticed
how green her eyeballs were.
D. I saw, too, how small her hands were, which
showed that she did not use them much.
(a) ACBD
(b) BACD
(c) CADB
(d) BADC
34. A. By intelligence we mean a style of life, a way of
behaving in various situations, and particularly in
new, strange and perplexing situations.
B. When we talk about intelligence, we do not
mean the ability to get a good score on a certain
kind of test, or even the ability to do well at
school.
C. The true test of intelligence is not how to do,
but how we behave when we don.t know what to
do.
D. These are at best only indicators of something
large, deeper and far more important.
(a) BDAC
(b) CDBA
(c) ABCD
(d) CABD
35. A. In formal speech, syllables are likely to be more
deliberately sounded than in informal speech.
B. Yet dictionary editors have no choice but to
deal with each word as an individual entity.
C. The pronunciation of words is influenced by the
situation.
D. Further, the pronunciation of a word is affected
by its position in the sentence and by the meaning
it carries.
(a) ACBD
(b) ACDB
(c) ABCD
(d) CADB

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

36. Name the first-ever female who has been
appointed as the Director-General of the
World Trade Organization (WTO).
(a) Chukwuka Okonjo
(c) Amina J. Mohammed

(b) Ikemba Iweala
(d) Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala

37. The difference in the duration of day and night
increases as one move from
(a) West to East
(b) East and West of the prime meridian
(c) Poles to equator
(d) Equator to poles
38. The Hornbill festival was conducted at Which
Indian state for the 1st time ?
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(a) Sikkim
(b) Arunachal Pradesh
(c) Meghalaya
(d) Tripura
39. What is the difference between a geyser and a hot
spring?
(a) Water is ejected explosively in a geyser
(b) Water from a geyser may be cold
(c) Geysers are formed on volcanic mountains
(d) Geysers are more common in cold countries
40. Who has been named as India’s first
anticorruption ombudsman?
(a) Rachit Seth
(b) Aradhana Rathore
(c) P C Ghose
(d) Ashwini M Sripad
41. A monument resembling Taj Mahal was created
by Aurangzeb in
(a) Ahmedabad
(b) Aurangabad
(c) Hoshangabad
(d) Daulatabad
42. The maximum work in popularising female
education in the nineteenth century was done by
(a) Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar
(b) J.E.D. Bethune
(c) D.K. Karve
(d) Raja Ram Mohan Roy
43. Name the player who has clinched women’s
single title at the 82nd Senior National Table
Tennis Championship.
(a) Ankita Das
(b)Neha Aggarwal
(c) Manika Batra
(d) Swaminathan
44. Permanent
Settlement
was
introduced
to____________.
(a) Help the ryots
(b) Earn a fixed and regular revenue
(c) Help the landlords
(d) Improve the prospects of agriculture
45. The World Day of Social Justice is observed
every year on which day?
(a) 17 February
(b) 18 February
(c) 19 February
(d) 20 February

46. Which of the following is/are listed among the
Directive Principles in Part lV of the Constitution
of lndia?
l) Equal pay for equal work
ll) Uniform Civil Code

lll) Small family norm
lV) Education through mother tongue at primary
level
(a) l, ll and lll
(b) l and ll
(c) ll and lll
(d) l, ll and lV
47. The first Muslim ruler in India was?
(a) Muhammad bin Tughlaq
(b) Mahmud of Ghazni
(c) Qutbuddin Aibak
(d) Muhammad Ghori
48. The 9th Postal Zone of lndia covers
(a) Andhra Pradesh
(b) Army Post Office
(c) Goa
(d) Andaman and Nicobar lslands
49. Regarding No-Confidence Motion
(a) It is expressed against an individual minister or
council of ministers
(b) No grounds have to be set out for the motion
(c) Not less than 100 members have to support it
for the Speaker to grant leave for its introduction
(d) It is always brought against the prime Minister
50. Who is responsible for the registration of voters in
India?
(a) Government
(b) Voters
(c) Political parties (d) Election Commission
51. The term fiscal deficit means
(a) Total receipts minus expenditure
(b) Total receipts minus interest payments on
external debt
(c) Revenue receipts minus expenditure
(d) Revenue receipts minus defence expenditure
53. The functions of the Reserve Bank of India are
l) issuing all notes and coins
ll) distributing all notes and coins
lll) formulating monetary policy
lV) acting as agent of government in respect of
India's membership of the IMF
(a) l,ll and lll
(b) ll and lll
(c) ll, lll and lV
(d) l, ll, lll and lV
54. How many bones are there in human body?
(a) 180
(b) 198
(c) 210
(d) 206
55. The foreign exchange
include___________.
(a) Gold

reserves

of

lndia

(b) SDRs
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(c) Foreign currencies

(d) All of these

56. Who is known for giving the famous slogan “Jai
Hind"?
(a) Subhas Chandra Bose
(b) Bhagat Singh
(c) Ram Prasad Bismil
(d) Jatin Das
57. Which one of the following is the most effective
carrier of communications?
(a) Cables
(b) Radio waves
(c) Microwaves
(d) Optical fibres
58. Who won the first Nobel Prize in Literature?
(a) Svetlana Alexievich
(b) Mo Yan
(c) Patrick Modiano
(d) Sully Prudhomme
59. Which one of the following countries has the
highest average of road length on per thousand
square kilometer area basis?
(a) India
(b) Japan
(c) USA
(d) France
60. After death, the
l) arteries are usually empty of blood
ll) blood in arteries clots
lll) veins are empty of blood
lV) veins are full of clots
(a) l and ll
(b) l only
(c) l and lV
(d) lll only
60. Which is considered as oldest civilization of the
world?
(a) Mesopotamian Civilization
(b) Egyptain Civilization
(c) Harappan Civilization
(d) Chinese Civilization
61. Which one of the following international
organizations does India disapprove of?
(a) ASEAN
(b) NATO
(c) FAO
(d) OPEC
62. Who has been appointed the Persent Chief of
Naval Staff (India)?
(a) R. Hari Kumar
(b) M S Pawar
(c) G Ashok Kumar
(d) Karambir Singh
63. Who is the youngest girl in the world to climb the
South America’s Highest peak Mt. Aconcagua,
Argentina
(a) Malavath Poorna
(b)Kaamya Karthikeyan
(c) Robert Langlands
(d) Arunima Sinha

64. Which country unveils the ballistic missile “Raad500”?
(a) Iran
(b) Iraq
(c) Syria
(d) Turkey
65. Which player has bagged the women’s single
title of the Australian Open 2021?
(a) Karolína Muchová
(b) Jennifer Brady
(c) Naomi Osaka
(d)Ashleigh Barty
66. On which date, World Water Day is celebrated?
(a) March 22
(b) March 23
(c) March 21
(d) March 20
67. Vice President Venkaiah Naidu has released the
book “A child of Destiny” which is the
autobiography of _______?
(a) Koneru Ramakrishna Rao
(b) Vikram Seth
(c) Amitav Ghosh
(d) R.K. Narayanan
68. India had signed with which country for setting
up Joint Working Group (JWG) on Counterterrorism?
(a) Morocco
(b) China
(c) Japan
(d) Srilanka
69. India signed a deal with which Country to procure
72,400 Sig Sauer Assault Rifles?
(a) Isarel
(b) Japan
(c) USA
(d) Russia
70. Which of the following film has won the Best
Film award at the Dadasaheb Phalke
International Film Festival 2021?
(a) Gunjan Saxena: The Kargil Girl (b) Dil Bechara
(c) Chhapaak
(d) Tanhaji: The Unsung Warrior

LEGAL APTITUDE
Directions (O71-Q100): Given below is a
statement of legal principle followed by a factual
situation. Apply the principle to the facts given
below and select the most appropriate answer.
71. Principle:
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1. Acceptance must be given only by the person to
whom the offer is made.
2. Communication of acceptance to a person who
did not make the offer does not bind the offeror.
Facts: Pal sold his business to Sam without
disclosing it to his customers. Mani, an old
customer sent an order for goods to pal by name.
Sam, the new owner, executed the order. Mani
refuses to accept the goods from Sam as he
intended to deal only with Pal. In a suit by Sam
against Mani:
(a) Sam cannot recover as Mani never intended to
deal with him.
(b) Can recover the price as he had supplied goods
only against the order made by Mani.
(c) Sam cannot recover as it was only an invitation
to offer by Mani on which no acceptance can be
given by Sam.
(d) Sam can recover as the price of the goods as an
offer once accepted results in a contract.
72. Principle: Time is the essence of a contract.
Facts: Ghantewala is the oldest and most reputed
sweet-shop in Delhi. It requires large quantities of
sugar for making sweets. Ghantewala plans to sell
some new, unique and delicious items of sweets on
the eve of New Year, 2018. Therefore it places an
order to M/s. ABC Sugar Company, Meerut, for
Supply of 1,000 tonnes of top-quality-sugar. But, it
does not receive the sugar till 1st of January, 2018.
The consignment of sugar does reach the sweetsshop on 5th of January, 2018. Due to delay in supply
of sugar, Ghantewala incurs heavy losses in
business.
(a) Ghantewala can claim damages from M/s. ABC
Sugar Company, Meerut
(b) Ghantewala cannot claim damages from M/s.
ABC Sugar Company, Meerut, because the
company did supply the sugar and performed
the contract
(c) Both the parties can claim damages from each
other because both the parties incurred losses
(d) None of the parties is entitled to damages
because the contract was not clear
73. Principle: The consideration or object of an
agreement is unlawful if the Court regards it as
opposed to public policy. Every agreement of which
the object or consideration is unlawful is void.
Facts: “X” promises to obtain for “Y” an
employment in the public service; and “Y” promises
to pay Rs. 500,000/- to “X”. Which of the following
derivations is CORRECT?
(a) There is a contract between “X” and “Y”

(b) There is a voidable contract between “X” and
“Y”
(c) There is an agreement between “X” and “Y”
which can be enforced by the court of law
(d) There is an agreement between “X”, and “Y”
which cannot be enforced by the court of law
74. Principle: A minor is not competent to contract.
Facts: Deep, a 9th standard student realizes that he
being a minor, he is not permitted by law to
execute a contract, appoints Mandeep as his agent
to conclude purchase of a land to gift it to his
mother on her birthday. Mandeep accordingly
prepares the papers for the transaction but at the
last minute the seller who had agreed to sell it now
refuses to sell it contending that he does not wish
to sell the land to a minor. Deep seeks to enforce
the contract against the seller.
(a) Deep can enforce the contract — since
Mandeep is his agent, Deep is deemed to have
personally entered into a contract.
(b) Deep cannot enforce the contract — only
Mandeep can, since seller has entered into the
contract with Mandeep.
(c) Deep cannot enforce the contract since he is a
minor.
(d) Deep can neither appoint an agent nor enforce
the contract since he is a minor.
75. Principle: A contract between the father and his
son is a contract of utmost good faith. In such a
type of contract law presumes that at the time of
entering into the contract the father was in a
position to dominate the will of his son. Where one
of the parties was in position to dominate the will
of the party, the contract is enforceable only at the
option of the party whose will was so dominated.
Facts: Ram had advanced a sum of Rs. 10000 to his
minor son Shyam. When Shyam became major, his
father Ram misused his parental position and
entered into an agreement with Shyam and
obtained a bond from him for a sum of Rs. 30000 in
respect of the advance. Whether this agreement is
enforceable?
(a) The agreement is enforceable against Shyam
only for Rs. 10000, the actual amount on
money advanced to him
(b) The agreement is enforceable against Shyam
for Rs. 30000 because he has signed the bond
(c) The agreement is enforceable against Shyam
because he was major at the time of agreement
(d) The agreement is not enforceable against
Shyam because Ram has misused his position as
father to obtain an unfair advantage
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76. Principle: A minor is not competent to enter into a
contract and the law will assume that the contract
never happened and everything is returned to as it
was.
Facts: A minor fraudulently misrepresenting her
age enters into a contract with another for the
purchase of a piano. After the piano has been
delivered she refused to pay price for the same
contending the non-existence of a legally binding
contract.
(a) The contract is valid and binding against the
minor as the minor has misrepresented her age
knowingly.
(b) The contract is voidable at the option of the
other party and thus the minor is liable to pay if
the other party wants to carry out the
obligation
(c) The contract is void ab-initio and the Court can
direct the minor to restore the piano to the
other party
(d) The contract is valid and the guardian of the
minor will be liable to pay for the piano.
77. Principle: A contract procured by coercion is bad
under Indian Contract Act. Coercion is defined as
committing or threatening to commit any act
forbidden by Indian Penal Code. Attempt to
commit suicide is an offence under Indian Penal
Code.
Facts: A wanted his wife B to part with some
landed property given to her by her father. B
resisted fearing that her husband would squander
it away. A threatened her that if she does not sign
the deed transferring the property to him (i.e., A),
he would commit suicide. B signed the deed.
Subsequently, she challenged the deed on the
ground that the deed was bad under law.
(a) The deed is valid under the law
(b) The transfer of property is complete once the
deed is entered between the owner of the
property and the buyer
(c) The deed is not valid as it was signed under the
threat of suicide by her husband which
amounts to coercion and vitiates the contract.
(d) Husband has a right over the property of the
wife that was voluntarily transferred to the
buyer
78. Principle: An agreement is void if the court regards
it as opposed to public policy.
Facts: Sunita, while her husband Shankar was alive,
promised to marry Neel in the event of Shankar's
death. Subsequently, Shankar died, but Sunita

refused to marry Neel. Neel sues Sunita for
damages for breach of promise.
(a) Sunita is liable as she is bound to marry Neel.
(b) She is liable to compensate Neel for breach of
promise.
(c) Neel can marry someone else.
(d) She is not liable as the contract is opposed to
public policy and so void
79. Principle: An agreement to do an act impossible in
itself cannot be enforced by a court of law.
Facts: Ramesh agrees with his girlfriend Shilpa to
pluck stars from the sky through his extraordinary
will power and bring them down to Earth for her
within a week. After the expiry of one week, Shilpa
filed a suit for damages against Ramesh, for the
breach of contract as Ramesh failed to perform his
promise.
(a) Shilpa can succeed in getting damages as
Ramesh has deceived her
(b) Ramesh cannot be held liable as he honestly
believes that his love for Shilpa is true and
therefore, he will succeed in his endeavour
(c) The court cannot entertain suits as the act
promised under the agreement is impossible in
itself
(d) Ramesh can be held liable for making an absurd
promise
80. Principle: Agreement to do impossible act is void.
The parties to such agreement will not have any
rights or duties under such an agreement.
Facts: Mr. Kalu entered into an agreement with Mr.
Kumar. According to his agreement, Mr. Kumar was
to pay Rs. 5,000/- to Mr. Kalu for doing black magic.
Mr. Kalu was to discover by black magic the
treasure that is hidden in the land of Mr. Kumar,
which is a small site in Bangalore.
(a) The agreement is valid. Both will have to
honour their commitments.
(b) The agreement is void as it is impossible to
discover the treasure, through black magic.
(c) Agreement to use black magic is illegal and
hence punishable
(d) Black magic can prove to be very dangerous.
The media has exposed many such instances.
81. Principle: When due to natural disaster or war it
becomes impossible to perform a contract,
nonperformance of such contract shall not make
either of the parties liable for breach of contract
but this does not include commercial impossibility.
Facts: Rakesh is a merchant based in Kolkata who
deals in almonds, which he procures from Indian as
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well as foreign markets. Vimlesh enters into a
contract with Rakesh for supply of 500 kilograms of
almonds @ Rs. 400 per kilogram. The relations
between India and Pakistan turned sour and both
countries snapped business ties soon after Rakesh
agreed to supply almonds to Vimlesh. Rakesh did
not deliver almonds to Vimlesh because he mostly
procured almonds from Pakistan, which were
comparatively cheaper. When asked by Vimlesh,
Rakesh said that due to no trade and war like
conditions between Indian and Pakistan he is not in
a position to supply him almonds. Vimlesh files a
suit for breach of contract.
(a) Vimlesh will succeed.
(b) Rakesh will succeed.
(c) None of them will succeed.
(d) Both of them will partially succeed.
82. LEGAL PRINCIPLES:
1) The concept of joint liability comes under section
34 of IPC which states that "when a criminal act is
done by several persons, in furtherance of the
common intention of all, each of such persons is
liable for that act in the same manner as if it were
done by him alone."
2) A person abets an offence, who abets either the
commission of an offence, or the commission of an
act which would be an offence, if committed by a
person capable by law of committing an offence
with the same intention or knowledge as that of
the abettor.
3) A criminal conspiracy takes place when two or
more people get together and plan to commit a
crime and then take some action toward carrying
out that plan. The action taken does not have to be
a crime itself to further the conspiracy.
FACTUAL SITUATION: X and Y conspire to poison Z.
X in pursuance of the conspiracy procures the
poison and delivers it to Y in order that he may
administer it to Z. Y in pursuance of the conspiracy,
administer the poison in the presence of X and
thereby causes Z's death. What offences X and Y
have committed?
DECISION:
(a) Y has committed the offence of murder and X
was an abettor
(b) Both X and y has committed the offence of
criminal conspiracy
(c) X has not committed any offence
(d) Both X and Y has committed the offence of
murder
83. LEGAL PRINGIPLES:

1) Whoever, intending to take dishonestly any
movable property out of the possession of any
person without that person's consent, moves that
property in order to such taking, is said to commit
theft.
2) Whoever dishonestly misappropriates or
converts to his own use any movable property,
shall be punished with imprisonment of either
description for a term which may extend to two
years, or with fine, or with both.
FACTUAL SITUATION: A takes umbrella belonging
to Z out of Z’s possession in good faith, believing at
the time when he took it, that the property belongs
to himself. His wife points out after some days that
the umbrella does not belong to them but to Z.
After coming to know that, A dishonestly keeps the
umbrella.
DECISION:
(a) A is guilty of criminal misappropriation
(b) A is guilty of criminal breach of trust
(c) A is guilty of theft
(d) Both A and his wife are guilty of criminal
misappropriation
84. LEGAL PRINCIPLE: When at the desire of the
promisor, the promisee has done or abstained from
doing, or does or abstains from doing, or promises
to do or abstain something, such an act or
abstinence or promise is called consideration for
the promise.
FACTUAL SITUATION: A daughter promises to give
maintenance to her uncle in consideration of her
mother making a gift of certain properties to her.
The daughter pleads lack of consideration when
the uncle seeks to enforce the contract. She says
that the uncle is a stranger to the consideration
and so he cannot enforce the contract. The
daughter
DEGISION:
(a) Will succeed because uncle being a stranger to
the consideration cannot enforce it
(b) Will not succeed because uncle is a near
relative and in such cases consideration is not
necessary
(c) Cannot succeed because consideration might
move from any person
(d) None of the above
85. LEGAL PRINCIPLES:
1) Parties to contract should be capable of entering
in to contract, only then they can lay the
foundation of a valid contract.
2) Every person is competent to contract who is of
the age of majority.
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FACTUAL SITUATION: A minor agreed with B to
become a tenant of his house and to pay Rs. 1
,000/- for the furniture therein. He paid Rs, 800/- in
cash and gave a promissory note for the balance. A
occupied the premises and used the furniture for
some months and then brought an action for
refund of consideration, in this case
DECISION:
(a) A is liable to pay Rs. 1,000
(b) A is liable to pay remaining Rs. 200
(c) A is liable to refund of Rs, 800
(d) Neither B is liable to refund Rs. 800 nor A is
under obligation to pay Rs. 200
86. Principle: A bailment is a delivery of goods on
condition, express or implied, that they shall be
restored to the bailor (person delivering the goods)
as soon as the purpose for which the goods have
been bailed is complete.
Facts: Javed, the owner of two cows had to leave
the town for a period of three months. He handed
over these two cows to his friend Rahim saying that
he would take them back on his return after three
months. After two months, one of the two cows
gave birth to a calf. Javed returns after three
months and seeks the return of cows from Rahim.
(a) Rahim need not return the cows.
(b) Rahim can return the cows provided Javed pays
him some money towards expenses for
maintaining them.
(c) Rahim need not return the calf, but should
return the two cows.
(d) Rahim has to return the cows and the calf
without any demand for money.
87. Principle: A person, who through his words or
actions leads others to believe that he is associated
with the partnership business, shall be liable to the
acts of partnership firm.
Facts: A and B are running a partnership business in
a small town. When the business ran into
difficulties, A and B raised a loan from a local bank
and Z, an influential man of the locality stood as a
guarantor. D came to know of this transaction, and
subsequently D happened to advance Rs 50000/- to
the partnership firm believing that Z was associated
with the business as partner. But when the firm
failed to repay the amount, D brought a suit against
Z for payment.
(a) Z is liable because through his conduct as a
guarantor he led D to believe that he was
associated with the partnership business.
(b) Z is not liable because the act of guaranteeing
extends only to a particular transaction.

(c) Z is not liable because he never intended D to
associate him with the business.
(d) None of these
88. Principle: A person who commits an unlawful act
towards another which can be imputed to him,
must repair the damage which the other person
suffers as a consequence thereof.
Facts: Rajender Singh was riding his scooter on the
right side of the road which is illegal as per the
Traffic Rules. Rajesh Chawla was driving his car in
the opposite direction. The two vehicles collided
and resulted in loss of Rs. 50,000/- to Rajender
Singh. This includes his medical expenses and
damage to the scooter. In this accident there is no
fault on the part of Rajesh Chawla.
(a) Rajender Singh will not get any amount as
damages
(b) Rajender Singh will get full compensation
(c) Rajender Singh will get part of compensation
(d) None of the above
89. Principle: Master/Principal is vicariously liable for
the tort committed by a servant/agent, in the
performance of his duties as a servant/agent.
Facts: A gave some cash and cheques to his friend
B, who was an employee of the State Bank of India,
to deposit the same in that Bank in the account of
A. B misappropriated the amount. lf A sues the
Bank for damages, then the Bank is:
(a) Liable to pay because it was the employer of B
(b) Liable to pay because the employee did it
during business hours and while working as an
employee
(c) Not liable because he turned out to be the
friend of the plaintiff's husband
(d) Not liable because while committing the fraud,
he was not acting as the agent or employee of
the Bank
90. Principle: A Master is liable for the acts of his
Servant as long as he can control the working of his
servant
Facts: A owned a taxi agency. She had hired B to
drive one of her cars. On January 1, 2018, C called
up A's taxi agency and asked for a car to drop him
from his house to his place of work. On the way,
because of the driver's negligence, the car hit a
road divider and C was injured. He sued A for
damages.
(a) A is not liable because A was not driving the car
(b) A is not liable because A was not in the car
(c) A is liable because B was employed by her and
was in her control
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(d) A is not liable because B was driving as per C's
instructions
91. Principle: lf a person brings anything dangerous on
his land which may prove harmful if escapes, then
that person must keep it at his peril. lf a man fails
to do so then he must be made responsible to all
natural consequences of its escape.
Facts: A grows poisonous trees on his own land and
lets the projection of the branches of his trees on
the B's land. B's cattle die because of nibbling the
poisonous leaves.
(a) A is not liable to B because B must have taken
due care to control his cattle
(b) A is not liable to B because trees are still on A's
land and there is no escape of dangerous thing
(c) A is liable to B because projection of branches
with poisonous leaves amounts to escape
(d) A is not liable to B because he is not acting
negligently
92. Principle: In a civil action for defamation, truth of
the defamatory matter is an absolute defence.
However, the burden of proving truth is on the
defendant; and he is liable if he does not
successfully discharge this burden.
Facts: D, who was the editor of a local weekly,
published a series of articles mentioning that P,
who was a government servant, issued false
certificates, accepted bribe, adopted corrupt and
illegal means to mint money and was a mischief
monger. P brought a civil action against D. who
could not prove the facts published by him. Under
the circumstances, which of the following
derivations is CORRECT?
(a) D would be liable, since he could not prove the
facts published by him
(b) D would not be liable as such an action could
curtail the right of expression and speech of
press
(c) D would not be liable as media could publish
anything
(d) None of the above
93. Principle: Defamation means publication of a false
and derogatory statement about another person
without lawful justification.
Facts: A writes a defamatory letter to B containing
defamatory remarks in reference of B in Urdu
language. A is aware that B does not know Urdu. B
goes to C who knows Urdu and the letter is read
over by C to him. B sues A for defamation.
(a) A is liable

(b) A is not liable because he addresses the letter
to B and not to C
(c) A is not liable because there is no publication of
defamatory statement
(d) A is not liable because he is unaware that the
letter can be read over by someone else to B
94. Principle: Whoever by words either spoken or
intended to be read, or by signs or by visible
representations, makes or publishes any
imputation concerning any imputation concerning
any person intending to harm, or knowing or
having reason to believe that such imputation will
harm, the reputation of such person, is said to
defame that person.
Facts: In a community there is a custom of stealing
shoes of bridegroom during the marriage
ceremony. The shoes of the bridegroom were
stolen by Y, A announced that Z has stolen the
shoes. Everyone present in the marriage party
started staring at Z with great surprise. Z felt very
ashamed.
(a) A defamed Z
(b) A did not defame Z
(c) A defamed Z for Z felt very ashamed
(d) A defamed the whole marriage party
95. Principle: A libel is a publication of a false and
defamatory statement tending to injure the
reputation of another person without lawful
justification or excuse. A slander is a false and
defamatory statement by spoken words or
gestures tending to injure the reputation of
another.
Facts: A wrote a letter to B calling him a cheat. B's
clerk C opened the letter, as he normally did (a fact
which was known to A) and placed it on B's table. B
alleges that A has committed libel
(a) B will succeed since A has published a
defamatory statement against A
(b) B will not succeed because it was not written in
a newspaper
(c) B will not succeed because everyone knew that
A was a cheat
(d) B will not succeed since A did not follow up the
letter with a speech
96. Principle: Everybody is under a legal obligation to
take reasonable care to avoid act or omission
which he can foresee would injure his neighbour.
The neighbour for this purpose is any person whom
he should have in his mind as likely to be affected
by his act.
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Facts: Kunal, while driving a car at a high speed in a
crowded road, knocked down a cyclist. The cyclist
died on the spot with a lot of blood spilling around,
Lalita, a pregnant woman passing by, suffered from
a nervous shock, leading to abortion. Lalita filed a
suit against Kunal claiming damages.
(a) Kunal will be liable, because he owed a duty of
reasonable care to everybody on the road
including Lalita.
(b) Kunal will not be liable, because he could not
have foreseen Lalita suffering from nervous
shock as a result of his act.
(c) Kunal will be liable to Lalita because he failed to
drive carefully.
(d) None of the above
97. Principle: Where the parents of a minor child due
to their negligence allow the child an opportunity
to commit a tort, the parents are liable.
Facts: The father supplied an air gun to his son who
was about to turn 18 next month. After some
complaints of mischief, the father took the gun
away and placed it in a corner of their storeroom
which was used by the family to store surplus and
other unnecessary stuff. The son took it out of the
store and shot A. A sued his father. Is the father
liable? DECISION:
(a) No he took all necessary steps to prevent the
son from using the gun.
(b) Yes, he was the one who gave the gun and
allowed him to use it by giving an opportunity.
(c) No, the son was almost 17 years and 11 months
of age; hence, he could think about his wellbeing and interest.
(d) None of the above.
98. Principle: 1. An unlawful intrusion which interferes
with one's person or property constitutes trespass.
2. An easement is the right to use another person's
land for a stated purpose and has been in use for
quite some time. It can involve a general or specific
portion of the property.
Facts:
Vijay wanted to construct a shed on his window to
stop the water from leaking to his house. The shed
was constructed but it protruded into Namit's
house. Vijay claims it is his elementary right. Will
Vijay's claim succeed?
DECISION:
(a) Yes, because he has a reason to do the same.
(b) Yes, because right of easement exists.
(c) No, because there exists no right of easement.
(d) No, because this is encroachment on Namit's
property.

99. Principle: Whoever is legally bound to furnish
information on any subject to any public servant as
such furnishes as true, information on the subject
which he knows or has reason to believe to be false
has committed a punishable offence of furnishing
false information.
Facts: Sawant, a landholder knowing of the
commission of a murder within the limits of his
estate, willfully misinforms the Magistrate of the
district that the death has occurred by accident in
consequence of the bite of a snake
(a) Sawant is not guilty of the offence of furnishing
false information to the Magistrate
(b) Sawant is guilty of the offence of furnishing
false information to the Magistrate
(c) Sawant is not legally bound to furnish true
information to the Magistrate
(d) Sawant has the discretion to furnish true
information to the Magistrate, as the murder
was committed within the limits of his estate
100. Principle: Nothing is an offence which is done by
any person who is, or who by reason of mistake of
fact, in good faith, believes himself to be bound by
law to do it.
Facts: A, a soldier, fires on a mob on the orders of
his superior officer, in conformity with the
commands of law. B is killed due to such firing. Is A
guilty of murder?
(a) Yes, he should have taken care to avoid any
innocent person from being killed.
(b) No, he is bound by law to do it.
(c) Yes, as he has killed a person.
(d) The superior officer is guilty.
101. Which of the following doctrines is used to
determine whether death penalty should be
awarded in a particular case?
(a) Severity of crime doctrine
(b) Rarest of rare doctrine
(c) Previous record of criminal doctrine
(d) Relative harm caused doctrine
102. The right to private defence requires that:
(a) Force used be proportional to the threat
(b) There must be clear and imminent danger of
attack
(c) There must be a threat to life or serious bodily
injury
(d) All of the above
103. Which of the following is not an essential element
of a crime?
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(a) Mens rea
(b) Actus reus
(c) Attendant circumstances (d) Prior planning
104. Which one of the following theories of liability
imposes liability upon the tort-feasor even for the
commission of an unintentional tort?
(a) Fault theory
(b) Negligence theory
(c) Strict liability
(d) Contributory negligence
105. The liability of a master for torts committed by his
team is defined as:
(a) Vicarious liability
(b) Command liability
(c) Master’s liability
(d) Employer’s liability

REASONING
Directions (O106 - Q111): Each of these questions
contains a sentence followed by four choices.
Select from among these choices the one which
most logically completes the idea contained in the
given sentence.
106. Particularly today, when so many difficult and
complex problems face the human species, the
development of broad
(a) And powerful shoulders is necessary.
(b) Plans of action are not possible.
(c) Moral values are required.
(d) And powerful thinking is desperately needed.

(c) Is entirely in your hands.
(d) Is allocated according to their needs.
110. Furthermore, to be radical means to be ready and
willing to break with the predominant cultural,
political and social beliefs and values in order to
(a) Investigate the essential realities that they
conceal.
(b) Investigate the root cause of malaise in a
society.
(c) Shape a new economic order.
(d) Re-construct the system in terms of new
realities.
111. Entrepreneurs are never satisfied with the status
quo, they are intent on shaping the future, rather
than being shaped by it. As one Chief Executive
once said
(a) “The future is the sum total of actions in the
present and past.”
(b) “If you are not alert, before you realize it the
future is on you.”
(c) “I do not want our competitors making
decisions for us.”
(d) “It is a sound business policy to anticipate
change than being swamped by it.”
Directions (O112-Q126): Each of these questions
contains six statements followed by four sets of
combinations of three. Choose the set in which the
statements are logically related.

107. In the European Community countries there has
been talk of an energy tax to raise funds
(a) By burdening the rich who can afford higher
taxes.
(b) To penalise heavy users of energy.
(c) By raising the price of energy-intensive
implements.
(d) To search for alternative sources of energy.

112. A. No attendants are qualified.
B. Some nurses are qualified.
C. Some nurses are not qualified.
D. All nurses are attendants.
E. All attendants are qualified.
F. Some attendants are qualified.
(a) ABF
(b) CDF
(c) BDF
(d) BDE

108. “Look before you leap” reflects an attitude
expressed in such a saying as
(a) ‘Forewarned is forearmed.’
(b) ‘A stitch in time saves nine.’
(c) ‘No risk no gain.’
(d) ‘Fools rush where the angels fear to tread.’

113. A. Mary is John’s wife.
B. Mary and John danced together.
C. Mary wears John’s ring.
D. Husband and wives danced the last waltz.
E. John loves Mary.
F. John danced last with Mary.
(a) ADF
(b) ABD
(c) ACE
(d) AEF

109. This is the ancient kingdom of Sumeria and you
are its venerated ruler. The fate of Sumeria’s
economy and of your royal subjects
(a) Is written in their horoscopes.
(b) Is as unknown as the name of your kingdom.

114. A. All roses are fragrant.
B. All roses are majestic.
C. All roses are plants.
D. All plants need air.
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E. All roses need air.
F. All plants need water.
(a) ABC
(c) CDE

(b) BCD
(d) CEF

E. All plants have chlorophyll.
F. Only leaves have chlorophyll.
(a) BDE
(b) BEF
(c) BDF
(d) AEF

115. A. Laxman is a man.
B. Meera is Laxmanís wife.
C. Some women are islands.
D. No man is an island.
E. Meera is not an island.
F. Laxman is not an island.
(a) ADE
(b) ABE
(c) ADF
(d) CDE

121. A. Some men are bald.
B. Bald people are intelligent.
C. Raman is a man.
D. Raman is bald.
E. Raman is intelligent.
F. All men are intelligent.
(a) ABF
(b) BDE
(c) BCD
(d) BEF

116. A. College students are intelligent.
B. Intelligence is a collegian’s attribute.
C. Ram’s sister is a college student.
D. Ram goes to college.
E. All intelligent persons go to college.
F. Ram is an intelligent person.
(a) ADF
(b) BCD
(c) ABF
(d) ABD

122. A. No barbarian is gentleman.
B. Some gentlemen are barbarians.
C. Some gentlemen are rude.
D. No gentlemen are rude.
E. Some barbarians are not rude.
F. All barbarians are rude.
(a) ABE
(b) BCE
(c) ADF
(d) BDE

117. A. Smoking causes cancer.
B. All cigarettes are hazardous to health.
C. Smoking doesn’t cause cancer sometimes.
D. One brand of cigarettes is cham - cham.
E. Brand X causes cancer.
F. Cham - cham is bad for health.
(a) ABE
(b) BDF
(c) ABD
(d) ABC

123. A. Metal is good material for desks.
B. Desks are made of metal.
C. This object is not a desk.
D. This object is a desk.
E. This object is not made of metal.
F. This is made of metal.
(a) ADF
(b) BCE
(c) ABD
(d) BDF

118. A. All good bridge players play good chess.
B. Many good chess players are not bridge players.
C. Goren is a good bridge player.
D. Goren plays chess well.
E. Spassky plays chess well.
F. Spassky plays bridge badly.
(a) ABD
(b) BEF
(c) ACE
(d) ACD

124. A. Mathew and Paul are brothers.
B. Siblings are known to quarrel often.
C. Mathew and Paul donít quarrel.
D. All those who quarrel are siblings.
E. Paul and Mathew quarrel often.
F. Mathew and Paul cannot be siblings.
(a) BDE
(b) ADF
(c) CDE
(d) ABE

119. A. All snakes are reptiles.
B. All reptiles are not snakes.
C. All reptiles are cold blooded.
D. All snakes lay eggs.
E. All reptiles lay eggs.
F. Snakes are cold blooded.
(a) ADE
(b) BDE
(c) ABE
(d) ACF

125. A. Painting and music is art.
B. Art is symptom of culture.
C. Culture and art are complementary.
D. Music is a form of art.
E. Painting is a form of art.
F. Music shows culture.
(a) BDF
(b) AEF
(c) ACE
(d) CEF

120. A. All leaves are green.
B. All leaves have chlorophyll.
C. Chlorophyll is green.
D. All plants have leaves.

126. A. Different hues are obtained from primary
colours.
B. A rainbow consists of several hues.
C. Blue and red can give different hues.
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D. Red is a primary color.
E. Blue can give different hues.
F. Red can give different hues.
(a) ACE
(b) AEF
(c) ADF
(d) CDF
127. Kamala would like to complete all her homework
before 10 p.m. in order to watch an important TV
programme. She has 40 minutes assignment in
each of her five subjects. What is the latest time
at which she can start and still complete work in
time for the programme?
(a) 6.40p.m.
(b) 6.30p.m.
(c) 7.10p.m.
(d) 7.20p.m.
Direction (Q128-Q131): In the following number
series only one number is wrong. Find out that
number:
128. 21, 28, 33, 35, 37, 36
(a) 33
(b) 35
(c) 21
(d) 36
129. 5, 13, 29, 61, 120, 253
(a) 61
(c) 120

(b) 29
(d) 253

130. 0,7,28,63, 124,215
(a) 7
(c) 28

(b) 63
(d) 215

131. 9, 19, 40, 83, 170,340
(a) 340
(c) 83

(b) 170
(d) 40

Directions (Q136 -Q140): A particular word is
given. The word is followed by four words as given
in the alternatives. One of these four words
cannot be formed by using the letters given in the
question.
136. ENTHUSIASTICALLY
(a) SATIATE
(c) SHALE

(b) HELMTNTH
(d) TANTALUS

137. CONCENTRATE
(a) CENTRE
(c) REASON

(b) CONCERN
(d) TREAT

138. INTRANSIGENT
(a) STAIN
(c) TRACE

(b) GRATE
(d) RESIGN

139. PERPETUATION
(a) REPUTE
(c) PIPETTE

(b) RETAIN
(d) PENANCE

140. ESTRANGEMENT
(a) ENTANGLE
(c) GERMAN

(b) ENTREAT
(d) TANGENT

MATHEMATICS
141. After allowing a discount of 11.11%, a trader still
makes a gain of 14.28%. At how many
percentages above the cost price does he mark on
his goods?
(a) 28.56%
(b) 35%
(c) 22.22%
(d) None of these

132. ln a certain code, TEAMWORK is written as
NBFUJQNV and SOME is written as PTDL. How is
PERSON written in that code?
(a) QDOOPT
(b) QDOMNR
(c) SFQMNR
(d) SFQOPT

142. P and Q are two positive integers such that PQ =
64. Which cannot be the value of P + Q?
(a) 20
(b) 65
(c) 16
(d) 35

133. In certain code, BASKET is written as 5$3%#1 and
TRIED is written as 14*#2. How is SKIRT written in
that code?
(a) 3%*41
(b) 3*%41
(c) 3%#41
(d) 3#4%1

143. The average marks of a student in 10 papers are
80. If the highest and the lowest scores are not
considered, the average is 81. If his highest score
is 92, find the lowest.
(a) 55
(b) 60
(c) 62
(d) Cannot be found

134. Eagle: Swoops : : Duck: ?
(a) Swims
(c) Waddles

(b) Flits
(d) Floats

135. APPLE:50: :ORANGE: ?
(a) 61
(c) 60

(b) 63
(d) 69

144. The sum of the areas of two circles, which touch
each other externally, is 153π. If the sum of their
radii is 15, find the ratio of the larger to the
smaller radius.
(a) 4
(b) 2
(c) 3
(d) None of these
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145. If m and n are integers divisible by 5, which of the
following is not necessarily true?
(a) m – n is divisible by 5 (b) m2 – n2 is divisible by
25 (c) m + n is divisible by 10 (d) None of these
146. P, Q and R are three consecutive odd numbers in
ascending order. If the value of three times P is 3
less than two times R, find the value of R.
(a) 5
(b) 7
(c) 9
(d) 11
147. ABC is a three-digit number in which A > 0. The
value of ABC is equal to the sum of the factorials
of its three digits. What is the value of B?
(a) 9
(b) 7
(c) 4
(d) 2

148. In ∆ ABC, points P, Q and R are the mid-points of
sides AB, BC and CA respectively. If area of ∆ ABC
is 20 sq. units, find the area of ∆ PQR.
(a) 10 sq. units
(b) 5√3 sq. units
(c) 5 sq. units
(d) None of these
149. Three consecutive positive even numbers are such
that thrice the first number exceeds double the
third by 2, the third number is
(a) 10
(b) 14
(c) 16
(d) 12
150. Devendra, a computer accessories vendor gave a
discount of 20% on a pen-drive and his profit
reduced from Rs. 200 to Rs. 100. What is
Devendra's cost price?
(a) Rs.300
(b) Rs.200
(c) Rs.400
(d) None of these
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